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WEEK 38: Sunday, 11 September - Saturday, 17 September - ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2022-09-11 0600 Comedy All At Sea

A black comedy about an old rogue named Wally, who does his best to fulfil his best 

friend's wish to be buried at sea, no matter how many rules he has to break. Directed by 

Robert Young and stars Brian Cox, Lauren Bacall and James Fox.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG a n s Y

2022-09-11 0735 Family Little Nicolas On Holiday

Let the seaside adventures begin. Nicolas and his family are off to the seaside for a 

summer vacation, and the result is a film filled with rich humour, moments of childhood 

nostalgia, hilarious blunders and misunderstandings across three generations. Stars 

Matheo Boisselier, Valerie Lemercier and Kad Merad.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG a n Y

2022-09-11 0925 Animation Robinson Crusoe

After a violent storm, Robinson Crusoe is stranded on an island inhabited by an outgoing 

parrot and his quirky animal friends. As the animals get to know their peculiar new guest, 

they find him to be a useful ally when two conniving cats try to seize control of their 

exotic paradise.

BELGIUM English-100 2016 RPT PG v Y

2022-09-11 1105 Action Adventure Point Break

In Los Angeles, a gang of bank robbers commit their crimes while wearing masks of 

former U.S. Presidents. The F.B.I. believes that the members of the gang could be surfers, 

and send young Agent Johnny Utah undercover at the beach to mix with the surfers and 

gather information. Utah meets surfer Bodhi, and gets drawn into the lifestyle of his new 

friend. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow and stars Patrick Swayze, Keanu Reeves and Gary 

Busey.

USA English-100 1991 RPT M d l n v Y

2022-09-11 1320 Comedy Blow Dry

A hilarious story about love, happiness - and great hair! As the 2000 National Hair 

Championships descend upon a small town in England, the country's top stylists aren't 

expecting much from the local talent. But they didn't count on Phil Allen, the retired 

golden boy of the competition circuit, entering the fray! Stars Alan Rickman, Natasha 

Richardson and Rachel Griffiths.

USA English-100 2001 RPT M a l s 

2022-09-11 1500 Comedy Hairspray

It's Baltimore, 1962, and rebellious teenager Tracy Turnblad (Ricki Lake) attempts to win 

the coveted 'Miss Auto Show' crown as she fights against racial discrimination in this film 

created and directed by John Waters, and featuring rock legends Sonny Bono and 

Deborah Harry as Tracy's pushy parents.

USA English-100 1988 RPT PG a d s 

2022-09-11 1640 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an 

ordinary 30-something Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination she 

faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to juggle work and family, Kim begins to show 

signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-mi Jung, Min-jung Gong 

and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y

2022-09-11 1850 Comedy Five Flights Up

Five Flights Up follows a long-time married couple who must decide whether or not to 

sell their Brooklyn apartment of 40 years. The couple, Ruth and Alex, have to contend 

with eccentric open house guests, their pushy realtor niece, and the health of their 

beloved family dog - all while navigating a New York on edge from what turns out to be a 

media-generated frenzy. Stars Academy Award winners Diane Keaton and Morgan 

Freeman.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a l 

2022-09-11 2030 Drama
Stuck In Love (A Place For 

Me)

Star-Studded 

Sundays

Bill Borgens, an acclaimed writer, is desolate since his wife left him for another man. As 

he struggles to raise his teenage children, they all try to comprehend the complexities of 

love in all its forms over the course of one tumultuous year. Directed by Josh Boone and 

stars Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Connelly and Lily Collins.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 MA d l Y

2022-09-11 2220 Drama Three Colours: Blue
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Julie's life is shattered after a horrific car accident kills her husband  a famous composer  

and her five-year-old daughter. She sells all her belongings  moves away and makes a 

decision to do absolutely nothing from then on. She wants no friends  no memories  

nothing that might hurt her. But life catches on  and she's slowly drawn to Oliver, a friend 

and colleague of her dead husband. Directed by Krzysztof Kieslowski and stars Juliette 

Binoche and Benoît Régent.

SWITZERLAND

Romanian-33.34; 

French-33.33; 

Polish-33.33

1993 M a 

2022-09-11 2405 Romance I Am Love

Over two decades ago, Emma left Russia to live with her husband in Italy. Now a member 

of a powerful industrial family, she is the respected mother of three, but feels strangely 

unfulfilled. One day, Antonio, a talented chef and her son's friend, reawakens her desires. 

Directed by Luca Guadagnino and stars Tilda Swinton, Flavio Parenti and Edoardo 

Gabbriellini.

ITALY Italian-100 2009 RPT MA s Y Y

2022-09-11 2615 Drama Fight Club

Sick of his dead end, white collar corporate career and disgusted with the empty 

consumer culture that his generation has been doomed to inherit, a young man (Edward 

Norton) and his devious friend (Brad Pitt) create a new club where young men come to 

relieve their frustrations by beating each other to a pulp. Directed by David Fincher and 

also stars Meat Loaf.

USA English-100 1999 RPT MA a n s v Y



2022-09-11 2845 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an 

ordinary 30-something Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination she 

faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to juggle work and family, Kim begins to show 

signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-mi Jung, Min-jung Gong 

and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y

2022-09-12 0655 Comedy Five Flights Up

Five Flights Up follows a long-time married couple who must decide whether or not to 

sell their Brooklyn apartment of 40 years. The couple, Ruth and Alex, have to contend 

with eccentric open house guests, their pushy realtor niece, and the health of their 

beloved family dog - all while navigating a New York on edge from what turns out to be a 

media-generated frenzy. Stars Academy Award winners Diane Keaton and Morgan 

Freeman.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a l 

2022-09-12 0835 Fantasy A Monster Calls

Overwhelmed by his mother's illness and bullies at school, a young boy begins to 

understand human complexity through the fantastic tales of a consoling tree monster. 

Stars Lewis MacDougall, Sigourney Weaver and Felicity Jones.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2022-09-12 1035 Drama Three Colours: Blue

Julie's life is shattered after a horrific car accident kills her husband  a famous composer  

and her five-year-old daughter. She sells all her belongings  moves away and makes a 

decision to do absolutely nothing from then on. She wants no friends  no memories  

nothing that might hurt her. But life catches on  and she's slowly drawn to Oliver, a friend 

and colleague of her dead husband. Directed by Krzysztof Kieslowski and stars Juliette 

Binoche and Benoît Régent.

SWITZERLAND

Romanian-33.34; 

French-33.33; 

Polish-33.33

1993 RPT M a 

2022-09-12 1220 Drama Lean On Pete

Fifteen-year-old Charley Thompson (Charlie Plummer) arrives in Portland, Oregon with 

his single father Ray (Travis Fimmel), both eager for a fresh start after a series of hard 

knocks. While Ray descends into personal turmoil, Charley finds acceptance and 

camaraderie at a local racetrack where he lands a job caring for an aging quarter horse 

named, Lean On Pete. When Charley discovers that Pete is bound for slaughter, he take 

extreme measures to spare his new friend's life.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y Y

2022-09-12 1435 Comedy All At Sea

A black comedy about an old rogue named Wally, who does his best to fulfil his best 

friend's wish to be buried at sea, no matter how many rules he has to break. Directed by 

Robert Young and stars Brian Cox, Lauren Bacall and James Fox.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG a n s Y

2022-09-12 1615 Family Little Nicolas On Holiday

Let the seaside adventures begin. Nicolas and his family are off to the seaside for a 

summer vacation, and the result is a film filled with rich humour, moments of childhood 

nostalgia, hilarious blunders and misunderstandings across three generations. Stars 

Matheo Boisselier, Valerie Lemercier and Kad Merad.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG a n Y

2022-09-12 1800 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with 

others. But everything changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as 

a juror in a criminal trial over which he presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars 

Fabrice Luchini, Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2022-09-12 1950 Drama Three Colours: White
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

The second film in Krzysztof Kieslowski's world-famous trilogy is a tapestry of rich irony. 

Polish immigrant Karol (Zbigniew Zamachowski) finds himself out of a marriage, a job and 

a country when his French wife, Dominique (Julie Delpy), divorces him after six months. 

However, he never forgets Dominique and while building a new life for himself in 

Warsaw he plots to get even with her.

FRANCE
French-50; Polish-

50
1994 M l s 

2022-09-12 2130 Drama Three Colours: Red Iconic 90s

Nominated for the Palme d'Or at Cannes in 1994, this is the stunning final instalment in 

Krzysztof Kieslowski's masterful trilogy. A young model's life is changed forever after a 

chance encounter with her neighbour, a retired judge whose hobby is to listen in on his 

neighbours' phone calls. Stars Irène Jacob and Jean-Louis Trintignant.

SWITZERLAND

Romanian-33.34; 

French-33.33; 

Polish-33.33

1994 M s Y

2022-09-12 2320 Drama Sibyl

Sibyl, a jaded psychotherapist, returns to her first passion - writing. But her newest 

patient Margot, a troubled up-and-coming actress, proves to be a source of inspiration 

that is far too tempting. Fascinated almost to the point of obsession, Sibyl becomes more 

and more involved in Margot's tumultuous life, reviving volatile memories that bring her 

face to face with her past. Stars Virginie Efira and Adèle Exarchopoulos.

BELGIUM
French-78; English-

22
2019 RPT MA s Y Y

2022-09-12 2515 Drama Gagarine

16-year-old Yuri (Alseni Bathily) has dreams of becoming an astronaut (like his namesake 

Yuri Gagarin) and battles to save his housing estate on the outskirts of Paris from 

demolition. Also stars Lyna Khourdri and Jamil McCraven.

FRANCE
French-99; Romani-

1
2020 RPT M a l Y

2022-09-12 2705 Drama
Stuck In Love (A Place For 

Me)

Bill Borgens, an acclaimed writer, is desolate since his wife left him for another man. As 

he struggles to raise his teenage children, they all try to comprehend the complexities of 

love in all its forms over the course of one tumultuous year. Directed by Josh Boone and 

stars Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Connelly and Lily Collins.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT MA d l Y

2022-09-12 2855 Family Little Nicolas On Holiday

Let the seaside adventures begin. Nicolas and his family are off to the seaside for a 

summer vacation, and the result is a film filled with rich humour, moments of childhood 

nostalgia, hilarious blunders and misunderstandings across three generations. Stars 

Matheo Boisselier, Valerie Lemercier and Kad Merad.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG a n Y

2022-09-13 0645 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with 

others. But everything changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as 

a juror in a criminal trial over which he presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars 

Fabrice Luchini, Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y



2022-09-13 0835 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an 

ordinary 30-something Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination she 

faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to juggle work and family, Kim begins to show 

signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-mi Jung, Min-jung Gong 

and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y

2022-09-13 1045 Drama Three Colours: White

The second film in Krzysztof Kieslowski's world-famous trilogy is a tapestry of rich irony. 

Polish immigrant Karol (Zbigniew Zamachowski) finds himself out of a marriage, a job and 

a country when his French wife, Dominique (Julie Delpy), divorces him after six months. 

However, he never forgets Dominique and while building a new life for himself in 

Warsaw he plots to get even with her.

FRANCE
French-50; Polish-

50
1994 RPT M l s 

2022-09-13 1225 Drama Gagarine

16-year-old Yuri (Alseni Bathily) has dreams of becoming an astronaut (like his namesake 

Yuri Gagarin) and battles to save his housing estate on the outskirts of Paris from 

demolition. Also stars Lyna Khourdri and Jamil McCraven.

FRANCE
French-99; Romani-

1
2020 RPT M a l Y

2022-09-13 1410 Comedy Five Flights Up

Five Flights Up follows a long-time married couple who must decide whether or not to 

sell their Brooklyn apartment of 40 years. The couple, Ruth and Alex, have to contend 

with eccentric open house guests, their pushy realtor niece, and the health of their 

beloved family dog - all while navigating a New York on edge from what turns out to be a 

media-generated frenzy. Stars Academy Award winners Diane Keaton and Morgan 

Freeman.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a l 

2022-09-13 1550 Fantasy A Monster Calls

Overwhelmed by his mother's illness and bullies at school, a young boy begins to 

understand human complexity through the fantastic tales of a consoling tree monster. 

Stars Lewis MacDougall, Sigourney Weaver and Felicity Jones.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2022-09-13 1750 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, but she is 

only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, that is until Mr Hoppy hatches an audacious plan 

to win her love. Directed Dearbhla Walsh and stars Dustin Hoffman, Judy Dench and 

James Corden.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-09-13 1930 Comedy Made In Dagenham

Based on a true story. In 1968, a group of discouraged female workers go on strike at the 

Ford Dagenham car plant to protest for equal pay and fair treatment in comparison with 

their male colleagues. Directed by Nigel Cole and stars Sally Hawkins, Bob Hoskins and 

Andrea Riseborough.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a l s Y

2022-09-13 2135 Drama Natural Born Killers Iconic 90s

An all-star cast features in Oliver Stone's gripping and satirical look at violence, murder 

and the American media. Mickey and Mallory Knox, united by their common love for 

violence, go on an interstate killing spree that triggers a deadly pursuit and garners high 

ratings for a tabloid journalist. Stars Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis and Robert Downey 

Jr.

USA

English-80; 

Japanese-10; 

Navaho-10

1994

2022-09-13 2350 Cult
Ghost Dog: The Way Of 

The Samurai

A Jim Jarmusch classic. Ghost Dog is a hit-man who leads a meticulously ordered 

existence that is defined by the code of the samurai. Every day he sends his carrier 

pigeon to old Louie to check if a contract awaits him. A contract arrives to shoot the old 

lover of a mafia boss's precious daughter. But because the daughter witnesses the 

murder, the mob wants Ghost Dog dead too. Stars Forest Whitaker, Henry Silva and John 

Tormey.

USA
English-90; French-

10
1999 RPT MA l v Y Y

2022-09-13 2555
Documentary 

Feature

Hearts Of Darkness: 

Apocalypse

This documentary chronicles how Francis Ford Coppola's war movie masterpiece, 

Apocalypse Now (1979), was plagued by extraordinary script, shooting, budget, and 

casting problems, which nearly destroyed the life and career of the celebrated director. 

USA English-100 1991 RPT MA a w Y

2022-09-13 2745 Drama Lean On Pete

Fifteen-year-old Charley Thompson (Charlie Plummer) arrives in Portland, Oregon with 

his single father Ray (Travis Fimmel), both eager for a fresh start after a series of hard 

knocks. While Ray descends into personal turmoil, Charley finds acceptance and 

camaraderie at a local racetrack where he lands a job caring for an aging quarter horse 

named, Lean On Pete. When Charley discovers that Pete is bound for slaughter, he take 

extreme measures to spare his new friend's life.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y Y

2022-09-14 0600 Fantasy A Monster Calls

Overwhelmed by his mother's illness and bullies at school, a young boy begins to 

understand human complexity through the fantastic tales of a consoling tree monster. 

Stars Lewis MacDougall, Sigourney Weaver and Felicity Jones.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2022-09-14 0800 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, but she is 

only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, that is until Mr Hoppy hatches an audacious plan 

to win her love. Directed Dearbhla Walsh and stars Dustin Hoffman, Judy Dench and 

James Corden.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-09-14 0940 Comedy Whisky Galore

During World War II, the tiny Scottish island of Todday runs out of whisky. When the 

freighter S.S. Cabinet Minister runs aground nearby during a heavy fog, the islanders are 

delighted to learn that its cargo consists of 50,000 cases of whisky. But when an officious 

English captain demands the return of the liquor, the islanders rebel. Stars Eddie Izzard, 

Gregor Fisher and Naomi Battrick.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l Y

2022-09-14 1135 Drama Three Colours: Red

Nominated for the Palme d'Or at Cannes in 1994, this is the stunning final instalment in 

Krzysztof Kieslowski's masterful trilogy. A young model's life is changed forever after a 

chance encounter with her neighbour, a retired judge whose hobby is to listen in on his 

neighbours' phone calls. Stars Irène Jacob and Jean-Louis Trintignant.

SWITZERLAND

Romanian-33.34; 

French-33.33; 

Polish-33.33

1994 RPT M s Y



2022-09-14 1325 Family
Asterix At The Olympic 

Games

Asterix, Obelix and their friends have entered the famous Olympic games in Athens. 

They're determined to taste victory, but the Gauls face formidable competition from 

both Greeks and Romans. Will it be a gold medal for Asterix? Or will he suffer the agony 

of defeat? Co-directed by Frederic Forestier and Thomas Langmann, and stars Gerard 

Depardieu, Vanessa Hessler and Clovis Cornillac.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT PG Y

2022-09-14 1535 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with 

others. But everything changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as 

a juror in a criminal trial over which he presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars 

Fabrice Luchini, Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2022-09-14 1725 Comedy
Master Cheng (A Spice For 

Life)

Following the death of his wife, professional chef Cheng travels with his young son to a 

remote village in Finland to connect with an old Finnish friend he once met in Shanghai. 

Upon arrival, nobody in the village seems to know his friend but local cafe owner Sirkka 

offers him accommodation. In return Cheng helps her in the kitchen, surprising the locals 

with the delights of Chinese cuisine.

CHINA
English-55; Finnish-

35; Mandarin-10
2019 RPT PG a l n Y

2022-09-14 1930 Biography Vita And Virginia

Vita & Virginia is the fascinating true story of the passionate love affair between literary 

trailblazer Virginia Woolf (Elizabeth Debicki) and the enigmatic aristocrat and popular 

author Vita Sackville-West (Gemma Arterton). The film tells the story of the birth of the 

novel that their intoxicating encounters inspired; Woolf's bold experiment in art and 

androgyny - Orlando.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M n s Y

2022-09-14 2135 Thriller Entrapment Iconic 90s

Virginia, an insurance agent, sets out to nab MacDougal, a master thief who steals 

exquisite pieces of art. To do so, she masquerades as a thief herself and together they 

start to steal priceless artefacts. Directed by John Amiel and stars Sean Connery, 

Catherine Zeta-Jones and Ving Rhames.

USA English-100 1999

2022-09-14 2340 Fantasy Odd Thomas

Small-town cook Odd Thomas (Anton Yelchin) is an ordinary guy with a paranormal 

secret: he sees dead people, everywhere. When a creepy stranger shows up with an 

entourage of ghostly bodachs - predators who portend mass destruction - Odd knows 

that his town is in serious trouble. Teaming up with his sweetheart (Addison Timlin) and 

the local sheriff (Willem Defoe), Odd tries to try to stop a disaster of apocalyptic 

proportions.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a h v Y

2022-09-14 2525 Drama Natural Born Killers

An all-star cast features in Oliver Stone's gripping and satirical look at violence, murder 

and the American media. Mickey and Mallory Knox, united by their common love for 

violence, go on an interstate killing spree that triggers a deadly pursuit and garners high 

ratings for a tabloid journalist. Stars Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis and Robert Downey 

Jr.

USA

English-80; 

Japanese-10; 

Navaho-10

1994 RPT

2022-09-14 2740 Comedy Made In Dagenham

Based on a true story. In 1968, a group of discouraged female workers go on strike at the 

Ford Dagenham car plant to protest for equal pay and fair treatment in comparison with 

their male colleagues. Directed by Nigel Cole and stars Sally Hawkins, Bob Hoskins and 

Andrea Riseborough.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a l s Y

2022-09-15 0545 Comedy
Master Cheng (A Spice For 

Life)

Following the death of his wife, professional chef Cheng travels with his young son to a 

remote village in Finland to connect with an old Finnish friend he once met in Shanghai. 

Upon arrival, nobody in the village seems to know his friend but local cafe owner Sirkka 

offers him accommodation. In return Cheng helps her in the kitchen, surprising the locals 

with the delights of Chinese cuisine.

CHINA
English-55; Finnish-

35; Mandarin-10
2019 RPT PG a l n Y

2022-09-15 0750 Family
Asterix At The Olympic 

Games

Asterix, Obelix and their friends have entered the famous Olympic games in Athens. 

They're determined to taste victory, but the Gauls face formidable competition from 

both Greeks and Romans. Will it be a gold medal for Asterix? Or will he suffer the agony 

of defeat? Co-directed by Frederic Forestier and Thomas Langmann, and stars Gerard 

Depardieu, Vanessa Hessler and Clovis Cornillac.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT PG Y

2022-09-15 1000 Thriller Entrapment

Virginia, an insurance agent, sets out to nab MacDougal, a master thief who steals 

exquisite pieces of art. To do so, she masquerades as a thief herself and together they 

start to steal priceless artefacts. Directed by John Amiel and stars Sean Connery, 

Catherine Zeta-Jones and Ving Rhames.

USA English-100 1999 RPT

2022-09-15 1210 Comedy Made In Dagenham

Based on a true story. In 1968, a group of discouraged female workers go on strike at the 

Ford Dagenham car plant to protest for equal pay and fair treatment in comparison with 

their male colleagues. Directed by Nigel Cole and stars Sally Hawkins, Bob Hoskins and 

Andrea Riseborough.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a l s Y

2022-09-15 1410 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, but she is 

only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, that is until Mr Hoppy hatches an audacious plan 

to win her love. Directed Dearbhla Walsh and stars Dustin Hoffman, Judy Dench and 

James Corden.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-09-15 1550 Animation The Red Turtle

Gorgeously animated, this wordless story about a stranded castaway pays tribute to 

what's most important in life: companionship, love, family, and the stewardship of 

nature.

JAPAN No Dialogue-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2022-09-15 1720 Drama Complicity

Chen Liang, a young Chinese man, is an illegal immigrant in Japan. One day he receives a 

call about a job offer meant for someone else. In his desperation, he pretends to be the 

intended recipient in order to get the job, which turns out to be work at a traditional 

Japanese soba retaurant. He starts his new life living and working with the elderly soba 

master with the fear that his identity could be exposed at any moment. Stars Yulai Lu and 

Tatsuya Fuji.

JAPAN
Japanese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2018 RPT PG Y



2022-09-15 1930 Mystery / Crime The Sense Of An Ending

Jim Broadbent plays Tony Webster, whose reclusive, quiet existence is ended by long-

buried secrets from his past that force him to face the flawed recollections of his younger 

self, the truth about his first love and the devastating consequences of decisions made a 

lifetime ago. Directed by Ritesh Batra and also stars Charlotte Rampling and Harriet 

Walter.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a s Y

2022-09-15 2130 Thriller The Client Iconic 90s

Adapted from the John Grisham novel. A streetwise kid who, finding himself wanted by 

both the FBI and the mob, hires a lawyer to defend his right not to reveal what he knows 

about a mafia killing. Directed by Joel Schumacher and stars Susan Sarandon, Tommy Lee 

Jones and Brad Renfro.

USA English-100 1994

2022-09-15 2345 Drama Fall Time
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

In 1950s America, three friends plan to pull a prank in honour of their high school 

graduation. Staging a bank robbery and kidnapping, the three find they've picked the 

wrong bank at the wrong time when they clash with two other men who are actually 

robbing the bank. After the two crooks take the friends hostage, the only way out is to go 

through with the robbery. Stars David Arquette, Mickey Rourke and Stephen Baldwin.

USA English-100 1995 MA s v Y

2022-09-15 2520 Drama Genesis

Three teenagers are shaken up by their first loves in the turmoil of their youth. At a time 

when others are conforming, they stand their ground and assert their right to love and be 

free. Directed by Philippe Lesage and stars Noee Abita, Theodore Pellerin and Pier-Luc 

Funk.

CANADA
French-85; English-

15
2018 RPT MA s v Y h

2022-09-15 2750 Biography Vita And Virginia

Vita & Virginia is the fascinating true story of the passionate love affair between literary 

trailblazer Virginia Woolf (Elizabeth Debicki) and the enigmatic aristocrat and popular 

author Vita Sackville-West (Gemma Arterton). The film tells the story of the birth of the 

novel that their intoxicating encounters inspired; Woolf's bold experiment in art and 

androgyny - Orlando.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M n s Y

2022-09-16 0550 Drama Complicity

Chen Liang, a young Chinese man, is an illegal immigrant in Japan. One day he receives a 

call about a job offer meant for someone else. In his desperation, he pretends to be the 

intended recipient in order to get the job, which turns out to be work at a traditional 

Japanese soba retaurant. He starts his new life living and working with the elderly soba 

master with the fear that his identity could be exposed at any moment. Stars Yulai Lu and 

Tatsuya Fuji.

JAPAN
Japanese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2018 RPT PG Y

2022-09-16 0800 Drama Manon Des Sources
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

The stunning sequel to Jean de Florette. Manon, a beautiful young shepherdess living in 

the idyllic Provencal countryside, discovers the truth surrounding her father's death and 

decides to take revenge upon the men responsible. Directed by Claude Berri and stars 

Yves Montand, Emmanuelle Béart and Daniel Auteuil.

FRANCE French-100 1986 PG Y

2022-09-16 1005 Fantasy Odd Thomas

Small-town cook Odd Thomas (Anton Yelchin) is an ordinary guy with a paranormal 

secret: he sees dead people, everywhere. When a creepy stranger shows up with an 

entourage of ghostly bodachs - predators who portend mass destruction - Odd knows 

that his town is in serious trouble. Teaming up with his sweetheart (Addison Timlin) and 

the local sheriff (Willem Defoe), Odd tries to try to stop a disaster of apocalyptic 

proportions.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a h v Y

2022-09-16 1155 Biography Vita And Virginia

Vita & Virginia is the fascinating true story of the passionate love affair between literary 

trailblazer Virginia Woolf (Elizabeth Debicki) and the enigmatic aristocrat and popular 

author Vita Sackville-West (Gemma Arterton). The film tells the story of the birth of the 

novel that their intoxicating encounters inspired; Woolf's bold experiment in art and 

androgyny - Orlando.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M n s Y

2022-09-16 1400 Comedy
Master Cheng (A Spice For 

Life)

Following the death of his wife, professional chef Cheng travels with his young son to a 

remote village in Finland to connect with an old Finnish friend he once met in Shanghai. 

Upon arrival, nobody in the village seems to know his friend but local cafe owner Sirkka 

offers him accommodation. In return Cheng helps her in the kitchen, surprising the locals 

with the delights of Chinese cuisine.

CHINA
English-55; Finnish-

35; Mandarin-10
2019 RPT PG a l n Y

2022-09-16 1605 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster who lives in 

a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. Directed by Bibo 

Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G Y

2022-09-16 1745 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix In 

Britain

Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix in this 

zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the English Channel to help his second-cousin 

Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG v Y

2022-09-16 1950 Comedy Our Idiot Brother

Dimwitted slacker Ned Rochlin makes the biggest mistake of his so-far uninspired life 

when he sells some pot to a cop. Homeless and unemployed upon his release from jail, 

Ned must prevail upon his three sisters for help. Though Ned himself is utterly without 

ambition, his sisters, however, find their carefully ordered lives thrown into chaos 

whenever he's around. Stars Paul Rudd, Elizabeth Banks and Emily Mortimer.

USA English-100 2011 RPT M d l n s Y

2022-09-16 2130 Comedy The Commitments Iconic 90s

Based on the 1987 novel by Roddy Doyle, the film follows the travails of self-proclaimed 

promoter Jimmy Rabbitte to form the 'World's Hardest Working Band', The 

Commitments, and bring soul music to the people of Dublin, Ireland. Directed by Alan 

Parker and stars Robert Arkins, Michael Aherne and Angeline Ball.

IRELAND English-100 1991 RPT M l v Y Y



2022-09-16 2340 Musical Behind The Candelabra

Based on the autobiographical novel, the film follows the tempestuous six-year 

relationship between world-famous pianist Liberace and his much-younger lover, Scott 

Thorson. Winner of 11 Primetime Emmy Awards in 2013, including Outstanding Lead 

Actor (Michael Douglas). Directed by Steven Soderbergh, and also stars Matt Damon and 

Debbie Reynolds.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA s Y Y

2022-09-16 2550 Drama In Harmony

Based on equestrian trainer Bernard Sachse's memoir, On My Four Legs, In Harmony is a 

warm and humorous look at the relationship that develops between an insurance 

adjuster and a stuntman who becomes paralysed after falling off his horse. Directed by 

Denis Dercourt and stars Albert Dupontel and Cecile De France.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT M a Y

2022-09-16 2725 Mystery / Crime The Sense Of An Ending

Jim Broadbent plays Tony Webster, whose reclusive, quiet existence is ended by long-

buried secrets from his past that force him to face the flawed recollections of his younger 

self, the truth about his first love and the devastating consequences of decisions made a 

lifetime ago. Directed by Ritesh Batra and also stars Charlotte Rampling and Harriet 

Walter.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a s Y

2022-09-17 0525 Animation The Red Turtle

Gorgeously animated, this wordless story about a stranded castaway pays tribute to 

what's most important in life: companionship, love, family, and the stewardship of 

nature.

JAPAN No Dialogue-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2022-09-17 0655 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster who lives in 

a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. Directed by Bibo 

Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G Y

2022-09-17 0835 Animation Sheep And Wolves

The young wolf Grey is transformed into a sheep by a magician who has given him a wish. 

Now he must gain the trust of the sheep colony and protect them from an impending 

attack from the wolves.

RUSSIA English-100 2016 RPT PG a v 

2022-09-17 1010 Thriller The Client

Adapted from the John Grisham novel. A streetwise kid who, finding himself wanted by 

both the FBI and the mob, hires a lawyer to defend his right not to reveal what he knows 

about a mafia killing. Directed by Joel Schumacher and stars Susan Sarandon, Tommy Lee 

Jones and Brad Renfro.

USA English-100 1994 RPT

2022-09-17 1225 Mystery / Crime The Sense Of An Ending

Jim Broadbent plays Tony Webster, whose reclusive, quiet existence is ended by long-

buried secrets from his past that force him to face the flawed recollections of his younger 

self, the truth about his first love and the devastating consequences of decisions made a 

lifetime ago. Directed by Ritesh Batra and also stars Charlotte Rampling and Harriet 

Walter.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a s Y

2022-09-17 1425 Drama Complicity

Chen Liang, a young Chinese man, is an illegal immigrant in Japan. One day he receives a 

call about a job offer meant for someone else. In his desperation, he pretends to be the 

intended recipient in order to get the job, which turns out to be work at a traditional 

Japanese soba retaurant. He starts his new life living and working with the elderly soba 

master with the fear that his identity could be exposed at any moment. Stars Yulai Lu and 

Tatsuya Fuji.

JAPAN
Japanese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2018 RPT PG Y

2022-09-17 1635 Drama Manon Des Sources

The stunning sequel to Jean de Florette. Manon, a beautiful young shepherdess living in 

the idyllic Provencal countryside, discovers the truth surrounding her father's death and 

decides to take revenge upon the men responsible. Directed by Claude Berri and stars 

Yves Montand, Emmanuelle Béart and Daniel Auteuil.

FRANCE French-100 1986 RPT PG Y

2022-09-17 1835 Action Adventure The Forbidden Kingdom

A discovery made by a kung fu obsessed American teen sends him on an adventure to 

China, where he joins up with a band of martial arts warriors in order to free the 

imprisoned Monkey King. Stars Jet Li, Jackie Chan and Michael Angarano.

USA
English-85; 

Mandarin-15
2008 RPT PG h l v Y

2022-09-17 2030 Thriller Panic Room
Focus On: David 

Fincher

Trapped in their New York brownstone's panic room - a hidden chamber built as a 

sanctuary in the event of break-ins - newly divorced Meg Altman (Jodie Foster) and her 

daughter, Sarah (Kristen Stewart) play a deadly game of cat-and-mouse with three 

intruders - Burnham (Forest Whitaker), Raoul (Dwight Yoakam), and Junior (Jared Leto) - 

during a brutal home invasion. But the room itself is the focal point because what the 

intruders really want is inside it.

USA English-100 2002 RPT MA v Y

2022-09-17 2235 Thriller Lovers Close Encounters

While on vacation with her husband in Paris, Lisa rekindles a passionate affair with her ex-

boyfriend. However, their actions may lead to a murder. This French romantic thriller is 

directed by Nicole Garcia and stars Pierre Niney, Stacy Martin and Benoit Magimel.

FRANCE French-100 2020

2022-09-17 2430 Action Adventure
Chasing The Dragon 2: 

Wild Wild Bunch

When the head of a notorious kidnapping gang begins abducting the children of Hong 

Kong's wealthy elite, the police are forced to send in an undercover agent to infiltrate the 

gang and save the hostages. Stars Tony Leung Ka-Fai, Louis Koo and Sabrina Qiu.

CHINA Cantonese-100 2019 RPT MA v Y

2022-09-17 2625 War Liberation

Based on real life events, Liberation follows a group of soldiers involved in the final days 

of the infamous Battle of Pingjin of 1949. Stars Wallace Chung, Elane Zhong, Zhou Yiwei 

and Philip Keung.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2019 RPT MA v Y

2022-09-17 2820 Comedy Our Idiot Brother

Dimwitted slacker Ned Rochlin makes the biggest mistake of his so-far uninspired life 

when he sells some pot to a cop. Homeless and unemployed upon his release from jail, 

Ned must prevail upon his three sisters for help. Though Ned himself is utterly without 

ambition, his sisters, however, find their carefully ordered lives thrown into chaos 

whenever he's around. Stars Paul Rudd, Elizabeth Banks and Emily Mortimer.

USA English-100 2011 RPT M d l n s Y




